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Self-help
Genre



Depends on the title

Audience

young adults (18-30 yo)

quarter-life crisis aged people (25 yo)

mid-life crisis aged people (45-55 yo)

middle–age women (45-65 yo)
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S I Z E

5.5” x 8.5” (Digest)

 6” x 9” (US Trade)

7" x 10"

S H A P E

Rectangular

O R I E N T A T I O N

Portrait Layout

Self-help
book's formats
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The Subtle Art
of Not Giving a
F*ck

by Mark Manson



Summary

The more you pursue feeling better all the time, the less satisfied you become,

as pursuing something only reinforces the fact that you lack it in the first place.

Philosopher Alan Watts used to refer to as “The Backwards Law”.

Happiness comes from problems you enjoy having and solving.

Everything comes with an inherent sacrifice—whatever makes us feel good

will also inevitably make us feel bad.

Constant positivity is a form of avoidance, not a valid solution to life’s problems

—problems which, by the way, if you’re choosing the right values and metrics,

should be invigorating you and motivating you.

About the content:
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Paperback: 19 AUS

Audiobook: 33.37 AUS

Ebook: 16.99 AUS

Published in September 2016 by Harper One. 

Author: Mark Manson

Copies sold: Selling almost 2 million copies in its

first year alone.

Original language: English.

Different translations: 25 (i.e. Spanish,

Portuguese, Greek, Japanese, Italian, Russian,

etc.)

Audience: Quarter-life crisis aged people (20-30

yo)

Dimensions:  140 x 210 x 21mm | 318g

Price:



COVER

Sans serif fonts give off a feeling of being casual, informal, friendly, and very

approachable.

With their clean and rounded font, they give people a feeling of relaxation and

approachability.

Orange combines the energy of red and the happiness of yellow.

Represents enthusiasm, fascination, happiness, creativity, determination,

attraction, success, encouragement, and stimulation.

In heraldry, orange is symbolic of strength and endurance.

The color black represents strength, seriousness, power, and authority.

The color black can represent both the positive and the negative.

It  creates an inconspicuous feeling, boosting confidence in appearance,

increasing the sense of potential and possibility, or producing feelings of

emptiness, gloom, or sadness.

Typography:

Compact-width fonts /sans-serif fonts. 

Color Palette:

Principal  Color: Orange

Secondary Color: Black.
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http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
https://www.bourncreative.com/meaning-of-the-color-black/

White is associated

with light, goodness,

innocence, purity, and

virginity. 

It is considered to be

the color of perfection.

White can represent a

successful beginning.

Tertiary color : White

.

Catchy and Attractive

Short, straight to the

principle idea of the

book.

Title:

.



Serif font

Coated paper for the cover with a SPOT UV for the

title and is between the135-300 GSM.

Creme-colored uncoated paper for the inside,

ranging from 70 to 80 gsm.

Perfect binding:

Pages: 224.

Pages are folded into sections (termed

signatures in the industry) and glued with a

heavier printed wrap-around cover into the

spine using a strong adhesive.
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F*ck No!

by Sarah Knight

How to Stop Saying Yes When You Can't, You Shouldn't, 

Or You Just Don't Want To



Summary

It shows you how to stop saying yes when you mean to say no. 

How to be polite but firm. 

How to get the message across (nicely) that you really mean it.

About the content:
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Paperback: 25.41 AUS

Audiobook: 40.61 AUS

Ebook: 14.99 AUS

Published in  December 10th  2019  

by Hachette Book Group

Author: Sarah Knight

Copies sold: 2 million copies sold worldwide.

Original language: English.

Dimensions:132 x 180 x 25mm | 318g

Audience: middle–age women (45-65 yo)

Price:



COVER

Seen as more classic and refined.

Give people a feeling of elegance, confidence, and trustworthy.

Look more  reputable, established, and serious.

White is associated with light, goodness, innocence, purity, and virginity.

It is considered to be the color of perfection.

White can represent a successful beginning.

Represents energy, war, danger, strength, power, determination as well as passion,

desire, and love.

Very emotionally intense color.

Used as an accent color to stimulate people to make quick decisions.

Typography:

Compact-width fonts /serif fonts:

Color Palette:

Principal  Color: White

Secondary Color: Red

http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html

Represents strength,

seriousness, power,

and authority.

The color black can

represent both the

positive and the

negative.

It  creates an

inconspicuous feeling,

boosting confidence in

appearance, increasing

the sense of potential

and possibility, or

producing feelings of

emptiness, gloom, or

sadness.

Tertiary color :  Black

.

Catchy and Attractive

Short, straight to the

principle idea of the

book.

Title:

.
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Serif  font

Coated paper for the cover between

the135-300 GSM.

Creme-colored uncoated paper for the

inside, ranging from 70 to 80 gsm.

Perfect binding. 

Small margins: 1.5 cm aprox

Text  align to the left. Several key

'enters' in their sentences.

Pages: 304

PAPER & BINDING:

Internal Layout

ebook example: F
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The 5 AM Club:

by Robin Sharma

Own Your Morning. Elevate Your Life
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Summary

Story about two struggling strangers who meet an eccentric tycoon who

becomes their secret mentor, The 5am Club will walk you through:

How great geniuses, business titans and the world’s wisest people

start their mornings to produce astonishing achievements.

A little-known formula you can use instantly to wake up early feeling

inspired, focused and flooded with a fiery drive to get the most out of

each day.

A step-by-step method to protect the quietest hours of daybreak so

you have time for exercise, self-renewal and personal growth.

About the content:
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Paperback: 23.07 AUS

Audiobook: 19.75 AUS

Ebook: 19.99 AUS

Published in November 16th 2018

by Harper Collins Australia.

Author: Robin Sharma

Copies sold: 2 million copies sold worldwide.

Original language: English.

Translations: 92 languages.

Audience: mid-life crisis aged people (45-55 yo)

Dimensions:153 x 234 x 25mm | 420g

Price:



COVER

Sans serif fonts give off a feeling of being casual, informal, friendly, and very

approachable.

With their clean and rounded font, they give people a feeling of relaxation and

approachability.

White is associated with light, goodness, innocence, purity, and virginity.

It is considered to be the color of perfection.

White can represent a successful beginning.

Orange combines the energy of red and the happiness of yellow.

Represents enthusiasm, fascination, happiness, creativity, determination,

attraction, success, encouragement, and stimulation.

In heraldry, orange is symbolic of strength and endurance.

Typography:

Compact-width fonts /sans-serif fonts:

Color Palette:

Principal  Color: White

Secondary Color: Orange

http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html

Represents strength,

seriousness, power, and

authority.

The color black can

represent both the

positive and the

negative.

It  creates an

inconspicuous feeling,

boosting confidence in

appearance, increasing

the sense of potential

and possibility, or

producing feelings of

emptiness, gloom, or

sadness.

Complementary Colours:

PINK: The color pink is

the color of universal

love of oneself and of

others.

Tertiary color :  Black

.
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Circle:  A universal symbol with extensive meaning. It

represents the notions of totality, wholeness, original

perfection, the Self, the infinite, eternity, timelessness, all

cyclic movement, God

Representative figures:

.



Serif font

Coated paper for the cover between

the135-300 GSM.

Creme-colored uncoated paper for the

inside, ranging from 70 to 80 gsm.

Perfect binding. 

Margins: 2 cm aprox

Text align to the left. 

Pages: 304

PAPER & BINDING:

Internal Layout

ebook example:
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Atomic Habits:

by James Clear

Tiny changes, remarkable results.



Summary

Atomic Habits will reshape the way you think about progress

and success and give you the tools and strategies you need

to transform your habits.

10. things you will know with this book:

Build a system for getting 1% better every day.

Break your bad habits and stick to good ones.

Avoid the common mistakes most people make when changing habits.

Overcome a lack of motivation and willpower.

Develop a stronger identity and believe in yourself.

Make time for new habits (even when life gets crazy).

Design your environment to make success easier.

Make tiny, easy changes that deliver big results.

Get back on track when you get off course.

And most importantly, how to put these ideas into practice in real life.

About the content:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Paperback: 25.99 AUS

Audiobook: 39.50 AUS

Ebook: 16.99 AUS

Published in October 16th 2018

by Penguin Random House.

Author: James Clear

Copies sold: 1 million copies sold worldwide.

Original language: English.

Dimensions: 129 x 198mm

Audience: mid-life crisis aged people (45-55 yo)

Price:



COVER

Sans serif fonts give off a feeling of being casual, informal, friendly, and very

approachable.

With their clean and rounded font, they give people a feeling of relaxation and

approachability.

Neutral, calm, and relaxing.

Is dependable, conservative, and flexible.

Offers some of the warmth of the color brown and the some of the crisp and

coolness of the color white.

Color of success, achievement and triumph.

Associated with abundance and prosperity, luxury and quality, prestige and

sophistication, value and elegance.

The psychology of this color implies affluence, material wealth and extravagance.

Typography:

Compact-width fonts sans serif:

Color Palette:

Principal  Color: Beige

Secondary Color: Golden

http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html

Represents strength,

seriousness, power, and

authority.

The color black can

represent both the

positive and the

negative.

It  creates an

inconspicuous feeling,

boosting confidence in

appearance, increasing

the sense of potential

and possibility, or

producing feelings of

emptiness, gloom, or

sadness.

Tertiary color :  Black

.
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Justified text.

Serif typography.

Coated paper for the cover between

the135-300 GSM.

Creme-colored uncoated paper for the

inside, ranging from 70 to 80 gsm.

Perfect binding. 

Small margins: 1.5 cm aprox.

Pages: 320

Internal Layout

ebook example:
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The Resilience

Project: 

by Hugh van Cuylenburg

Finding Happiness Through Gratitude, Empathy and

Mindfulness 



Summary

The key steps to leading a happier, more contented and

fulfilling life.

How was it that young people he knew at home, who

had food, shelter, friends and a loving family, struggled

with their mental health, while these kids seemed so

contented and resilient? The author sets about finding

the answer and in time came to recognise the key traits

and behaviours these children possessed were

gratitude, empathy and mindfulness.

About the content:
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Paperback:  34.99 AUS

Audiobook: 0  AUS

Ebook:  15.99 AUS

Published in November 19th 2019

by Penguin Random House.

Author: Hugh van Cuylenburg

Copies sold: Not found.

Original language: English.

Dimensions: 154 x 233 x 22mm | 382g

Audience: mid-life crisis aged people (45-55 yo)

Price:



COVER

Sans serif fonts give off a feeling of being casual, informal, friendly, and very

approachable.

With their clean and rounded font, they give people a feeling of relaxation and

approachability.

It is often associated with depth and stability.

It symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom, confidence, intelligence, faith, truth, and

heaven.

It is considered beneficial to the mind and body.

Represents strength, seriousness, power, and authority.

The color black can represent both the positive and the negative.

It  creates an inconspicuous feeling, boosting confidence in appearance,

increasing the sense of potential and possibility, or producing feelings of

emptiness, gloom, or sadness.

Typography:

Compact-width fonts sans serif:

Color Palette:

Principal  Color: Blue

Secondary Color: Black

http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
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Justified text.

Serif typography.

Coated paper for the cover between

the135-300 GSM.

Creme-colored uncoated paper for the

inside, ranging from 70 to 80 gsm.

Perfect binding. 

Margins: 2 cm aprox.

Pages: 288

Internal Layout

ebook example:
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A U T H O R

At the bottom of the cover, usually align to the

center.

T I T L E

Most be catchy not from its design but for the

idea behind it. 

Attractive enough through those written words.

Located at the center of the cover. 

C O L O R S

Often usage of monocolor or Dual colors for the 

 cover. Usage of three colors as a maximum.

Cover's
Design
(Overall) S
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T Y P O G R A P H Y

12 point size for body.

14-18 point size for titles.

S I Z E  A N D  M A R G I N S

Standard size (8.5x11 in).

Margins of 0.5" all around.

C O V E R

Same design as the  printed version.

Ebook's
Design (overall)
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Sales of print
vs ebook vs
audio (2019)

S A L E S

2019 Statistics

P R I N T

$689  million USD

E B O O K

$244 million

A U D I O

$769 million
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H A R P E R  C O L L I N S  A U S T R A L I A

Subtle art of not giving a f*ck' by Mark Manson

The 5 AM Club: Own Your Morning. Elevate Your Life by

Robin Sharma

P E N G U I N  R A N D O M  H O U S E

Atomic Habits by James Clear

The Resilience Project: Finding Happiness Through

Gratitude, Empathy and Mindfulness by Hugh van

Cuylenburg

L I O N C R E S T  P U B L I S H I N G

Can't Hurt Me: Master Your Mind and Defy the Odds by David

Goggins.

Key
publishers
in Australia



B I B L I O G R A P H Y

Iulia-Cristina, and Iulia-Cristina Uță. “The Self-Improvement Industry Is Estimated to Grow

to $13.2 Billion by 2022.” Brand Minds, 27 June 1970, brandminds.ro/the-self-

improvement-industry-is-estimated-to-grow-to-13-2-billion-by-2022/.

Kiniulis, Marius. “29 Book Sales Statistics, Facts, and Trends in 2020.” MARKINBLOG, 6

Dec. 2019, www.markinblog.com/book-sales-statistics/.

Watson, Amy. “Book Consumption in the U.S. by Format 2019.” Statista, 10 Oct. 2019,

www.statista.com/statistics/222754/book-format-used-by-readers-in-the-us/.

http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
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